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1. Introduction
The performance of a glider depends essentially on

the aerodynamic properties of the wing section. This is
studied e.g. in References l-4. The effeci of the drag
polar "happ or the winS 

"eliron 
on lhe oPtimum wing

area and attainable cross country speed is studied in
ref. 5. In the study of Ref. 5 the siSnificant Param€ters
of the drag polars considered are the minimum drag
coefficient and the width and shape of the low drag
bucket. The results revealed that the selected wing sec-

lion ha\ a significant effeci on the oplimum win8 ared

(oi the aspect ratio as the paper dealt with Standard
Class gliders only) and that the optimal wing section
characteristics depend significantly on the day's

The intention of this study was not to deal with
aerod).namic optimization but to find out how the aii_
foil draS polars have evolved during the last 15 years
in some parri(ular Blider. The design ol the win8 \ec-

tion and testing of some of the high performance glid-
ers have been weLl document€d (e.9. Ref. 6). How€ver,
for some glider types the thickness ratio is the only
hard fact that is attainable. For some reason particular
ly the gliders that seem to hav€ a dominant role in
World and European Championships are th€ least
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known in the aerod).namic sense. Th€re is practically
no data published on the aerodynamic properties or
ev€n on the geometry of the wing s€ctions of these
gliders. The absence of this geometrical data has so far
effici€ntly prevent€d any efforts to conduct a more
detailed study. To determin€ the coordinates of a wing
section by measurements has been too troublesome a

process to allow for turth€r study.
Th€ present study was encouraged mainly by two

reasons: the possibility to utilize a relatively easy
method to measure the airfoil coordinates directly out
of a full scale glider and the promisin8 d€velopment of
computational methods to calculate the aerodynami€
properties of airfoils (R€f. 7, 8,9). With access to th€se
rwo methods the authors decided to study the aerody-
namic properties of some interesting airfoils.

S€l€cting the glider types to be consider€d was lim-
ited by the availability ofdifferent glide. specimen. W€
chose thr€e aircraft and denote th€m h€re as X-1, X-2
and X-3. They represent the evolution oF single seat
gliders by one specific manufacturer within th€ last 15

years. Our aim was to find out how the wing section
drag polar has evolved from one type to another.

Gliders Xl and X 2 are Standard Class gliders but X-
3 is a 15 m Class Clider. Howev€r, the authors decided
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to study also the airfoil of X-3 with flaPs set to 0
degrees. X-3 was chosen because there seemed to b€ a

significant geometrical resemblance between the air'
foils of X-l and X-3 and w€ wanted to find out what
had been achieved with the minor chang€s
2. The measuring of the airfoil g€om€try's

An interesting part of this Project was to utilize a

new method for measuring the shaPe of an airfoil. The

following is a b.ief description ofthe measur€ments
2.1 The measurinS method and equiPment

The airfoih were measured right out of a full scale

glider by illuminating the Profile with a se.tor of laser

light. A picture of the red line drawn on the wing by
th€ laser beam was then recorded on a video taPe later
to be analyzed by a comPuter Program.

The laser beam was spread inio a sector of a Plane
with a lens that is actlrally a small cylinder of transpar-

ent plastic. First the Positions of the light sotr.e and

the camera were fixed. Then a calibration object was
put in the field-of-si8ht of the camera, which was a

pldte lhal hdd needle\ stucl in Prc.rse re(lanSular
pos'lion. on It. The needle: BerF illumrnaled bv ihe
laser light. Now that we had a Pjcture of these needles

from a fixed angl€ and knew their actual Positions we
could use the comPuter to find out the iransformation
of the coordinate system. Next th€ fixed system of the

light sourc€ and the camera was moved to illuminate
th€ wing at another desired location

The measurement of each section was made in four
partsr the upper and lower surfaces with the trailing

edSe in the picture and then the l€ading edge seen

from th€ front tuom both slightly above and below. At
the junction points there were two adjustment marks
attached to the surface of the wing within a short dis-
tance from each othe.. This enabled connecting the
measured piec€s ofthe airfoil toSether.

Finally a pol).nomial fit to both s rfaces was made

to smoothen out possible errors-
2.2 The spanwise location of the measurements

In order to analyze the profile drag of the whole
wing, the spanwise variation of the airfoil Seometry
should be considered. The airloils were measured at

several spanwise locations but because we wanted to

keep this study brief, the decision was made to concen'
trate on only one wing section of similar location for
each glider. ln order to g€t ihe most r€Presentative
samptes, the airfoils used for comParison were mea'

sured near the wing root, however clearly out of the

fairing region.
3. The deiermination of the aerodynamic ProPerti€s
of the airfoils

The aerodynamic proPerties ol the maasured airfoils
were calculated with MSES sofiware desiSned by Mr.
Mark Drela. the Associate Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics at MlT. This Program is an Euler
solver and is described in deiail in Refs. 7, I and 9 The

software should work very well even with flow cases

at a low Reynolds number. There is a sliSht underesii-

mation in drag coefficient values comPared to mea-

sured values but the shape of ihe drag PoLar is Predict-
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The l,tSES softrvare lncorporatcs a Possibility to Pre
determine the boundary layer transition location and

in case of n frec transition ihere is a laminar separaiion

bLrbble mod€l built in These features cnable the calcu-

lation of airfoils wiih or $'ithout a transition device

This soft!vare $'as very suitable for our purpose
since the accuracy in predicting the relative difterences

h drag coefficients and the corrcct shaPes of the dr.1g

polars s,ere esseniial in ih;s comparison
4. The results

The resulis of the aerodynamic calculations of each

airfoil are presented in Figures 1 throu8h 3 and they
are all plotted on Figure 4 All calculations were car

ried out usnrg a Reynolds number of 3'106. In addition
to tlle aerodynamjc coelficients (lift, drag and Pitching
moment) the location of transition is Presented The
zig-zag tape on ihe lower side of the airfoil of Slider X-

2 $as modeled by fixing the transition location as seen

in Figure 3.

Comparing the drag polars of airfoils X-l and X 3
reveais a strong resemblance in the shaPe of the Polars.
This is not slrrprising because of the similarity of the

geometry's of ihese two airfoils Tha drag.oefficient
values of ihe airfoil of X 3 are predicted to be lolver
than those of the airfoii of X I almost throlrghoui the

h'hole lift coefficient range. This seems to be a reason'
able result because the section of X-3 is somewhat thin'
n€r than that ofx I-

Even though MSES is capable ofcalculaiing the drag
polar all the way to the siall, the paris of the drag
polars that exceed CL = 1.0 are neslected This is due to

the Reynolds number of 3 106 which is too high for the
thermaling conditions.

The minimum drag coefficient value is achieved at

approximately the same amount of lilt in the {ases of
x-l and X-3. There are practically no differences in the
lift or moment coefficients of these two airfoils.

The drag polar of the airfoil of glider X 2 differs si8'
nificantly from the other two, both in absolute mini'
mun \ alues dnd the .haPe ol the Polir. I hF ninimur
drag coefficient is as low as 0.0042 with a Reynolds

number of 3 106. However, with increasing lift coeffi
cients the drag values show a steep increase. Another
penalty for the case of X 2 comes out of the moment
coefficients: The airfoil of X-2 has higher nose down
moment values throughout the angle of aiiack ranS€
ihan the other two.

Referring to the study of Ref. 5 the glider X-2 could
be characterized as a better performer than the other
standard class glider XJ only in atmosPheric condi_
tions where strong thermals are prevailinS. This, as a

matter of fact, is in accordance with practical experi
ence of many pilots. By comParing only the root winS
sections of these gliders we can't actually evaluate the
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nircrafi against each oiher, bnt !v€ can gei an idea of
the signilicance of the shape;rnd size of the low drag
bucket in thc polars of tllc resPectl!e nirfoils lt seenrs

obvious ihat the airfoil of X 2 has bccn desisned for
best performance in vcry good sorring weather,
$ herens ihe airfoils of X I and X 3 hnve been oPii
mized in a more convcntional sensc to nchieve a wide
low drag bucket.
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